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"When You're Racing,
Anything Feels Great"
Featuring Masters Drivers
Andrew & Mark Owen, Chevron B8.
FIA Masters Historic Sports Car Championship

Chevron B8 at The Historic Grand Prix, Circuit Zandvoort

Drivers Andrew and Mark Owen

A FATHER AND SON PAIRING...
Q. In it to win it, or just for fun?

Racing your own
car does make
you slightly
conservative

Andrew: ‘We’re always in it to win it, we’re competitive. But we
have to be realistic.’
Mark: ‘As a father/son pairing we’re OK. We always end up
competing with duos, with a pro driver.’
Andrew: ‘If the opportunity arises, such as Nick Padmore joining
me at Spa last year, I take it, because I learn from it. But Mark is a
match for many pros. So when I pack up he’ll start winning!’
Mark: ‘It’s the compromise we have to take but it doesn’t stop us
from doing it.’
Andrew: ‘And we’re always racing against ourselves, hoping to
improve on our previous best. However, racing your own car
does make you slightly conservative.’
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Q. Your first-ever Masters event?
Andrew: ‘I think it was Mugello in 2007,
with the Elva. It snowed the night before,
and I could not get to 150mph in the
speed trap.’
Mark: ‘There was a great organised meal
in a nice restaurant. That’s one of the
reasons why we’re in this – the social
side. Here, for the first race of the
season, it’s almost like coming
back from school holidays.’

Andrew and Mark Owen - Enjoying a sunny race weekend break

People around us have been so
supportive
Q. Your best day in motor racing?
Andrew: ‘It wasn’t with Masters but I would have to say the Spa
Summer Classic in 2017 where we finished third in class in the
Three Hours, against some very strong competition.
And my winning the 1999 Kitcar Championship is up there too.’

Q. The best car you ever drove?
Mark: ‘The T70 Spyder was pretty
special, especially if you’re not racing it
every day. But the Chevron is fantastic,
and I love driving the Elva.’
Andrew: ‘I just enjoy driving them all!’
Q. And the worst?
Mark: ‘When you’re racing anything feels
great…’

Q. Your worst day?
Mark: ‘They are bound to be there, that’s motor racing. They’re
annoying and frustrating, but it’s only then that you find out who
you’re racing with. The people around us have always
been so supportive.’
Q. Your favourite circuit?
Andrew: ‘We’re quite spoiled as we get to go to some really good
ones.’
Mark: ‘I’d go for the Brands Grand Prix circuit. I only wish it was
further away – in Italy or Spain or something!’

The Chevron B8 at Le Castellet Motors Cup, Paul Ricard

For the first race of the season, it's
almost like coming back from school
holidays!
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The Chevron B8 racing at Circuit Spa for the Spa Six Hours

Everyone in the paddock is
helping each other out
Q. Your best mate in the paddock?
Mark: ‘Nick Padmore and I go a long way back, he’s always
been there. And Andy Wolfe’s team have always been
particularly helpful.’
Andrew: ‘I wouldn’t want to single out any one person.
Everyone in the paddock is helping each other out. It’s so good
seeing everyone after four, five months away.’

Q. The rival you fear and respect the most?
Andrew: ‘There’s no-one that worries me
more than anybody else…’
Mark: ‘I must say that we’ve enjoyed
trying to beat Graham Wilson and David
Pittard in the Chevron – even though we
lost more than one. Graham is a nice bloke
and David is exceptionally quick.’

Q. Why doesn’t Masters go to…
Andrew: ‘Mugello is the most memorable that we haven’t been
to in a while. Good circuit, nice place.’
Mark: ‘The Red-Bull-Ring would be nice. I know that the
budget is prohibitive but the scenery
is pretty stunning and the facilities are outstanding.’

Mark Owen setting up the car for race day

We're quite spoiled as we get to go to
some really good ones (circuits)
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